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Howard departs L.A. to make decision

Ronald Martinez

Related

By Chris Vivlamore

The Atlanta Journal-Constitution

Dwight Howard has left Los Angeles. After making the city the center of the NBA free-agency universe for three days, he is off
to a mountain retreat to decide where he will play next season.

The unrestricted-free-agent center could be packing his bags for more than a short getaway should he leave the Lakers for
one of four other destinations — including his hometown of Atlanta.

After meetings with the Hawks, Rockets, Mavericks, Warriors and Lakers, Howard’s agent, Happy Walters, turned to social
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media Wednesday to inform the world of the next step. “Great meetings with @DwightHoward. Group Going 2 get some

Mountain air to clear the mind and make some decisions,” Walters tweeted.

Hawks general manager Danny Ferry, who along with co-owner Bruce Levenson and coach Mike Budenholzer made the
pitch to Howard, was back in Atlanta on Wednesday. He likely is waiting for Howard’s answer before turning to other free
agents to fill out the roster. Those decisions certainly would be affected by whether they have Howard to build around.

Ferry had no comment after the meeting. The Hawks have selling points to try to lure the Southwest Atlanta Christian
Academy product back home. They can:

Offer a maximum contract of four years, $88 million.
Sign another player to a maximum contract, this year or next.
Make him the center of the offense, such as Budenholzer helped run with the Spurs and Tim Duncan.
Play him along two-time All-Star Al Horford.

 

“We are going to talk to potential free agents and lay out our vision for the team and the culture that we are looking to build,”
Ferry told The Atlanta Journal-Constitution before the meeting. “It’s important that we find the right players who we can build
with and build a strong foundation moving forward. We need to be proactive in how we bring in players and how it affects our
future from a flexibility standpoint.”

The Lakers, who can offer a deal for five years and $118 million, made a full-court press to keep Howard in Los Angeles. It
started with billboards around the city urging him to stay. They brought Kobe Bryant and Steve Nash in to speak to Howard
during their meeting.

General manager Mitch Kupchak issued a statement following the meeting that in part read: “At the meeting, we told him
how important he is to the Lakers team, franchise, fans and community, and why we feel this is the best place for him to
continue his career. We are hopeful that Dwight decides to remain a Laker.”

The Rockets, who cleared salary-cap space to offer a max contract, were the first team to speak with Howard. They brought
in Hakeem Olajuwon and James Harden as part of their pitch.

“I feel like we did everything and answered every question, and we’re the best option for him to win,” general manager Daryl
Morey told the Houston Chronicle.

The Mavericks’ group included owner Mark Cuban and Dirk Nowitzki. They also can offer a max deal. The Warriors are
considered long shots, as they would have to work out a sign-and-trade deal.

The 27-year-old Howard was drafted with the first pick of the 2004 draft by the Magic. He spent eight seasons with Orlando
before being traded to the Lakers last year. He averaged 17.1 points and 12.4 rebounds last season following back surgery.
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Posted by BigCrimson75 at 5:49 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

At least the Hawks are still on the list.
He's going somewhere....I'm not feeling a return to LaLa Land.

Posted by miked706 at 6:02 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Who cares he is a cancer everywhere he has been. He sucked with the Lakers this past year and doesn't deserve max
money. Neither does Josh Smith they both think so highly of themselves and need to come back down to earth a bit.

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 6:23 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

To tank or not to tank:

tinyurl.com/mb7s633

Posted by BuddyGrizzard at 6:24 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Link is to this:

http://hawkshoop.com/to-tank-or-not-to-tank-that-is-ferrys-question/

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 6:41 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Brad Stevens is the new Celtics coach. That one came out of left field.
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Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 6:42 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB

"This is not quitting AJ. This is punting instead of going for a record breaking field goal. You're still playing, but you're
repositioning yourself to have a higher chance of a touchdown than you would if continue and go for it on 4th down."

Perfect analogy. Completely agree.

Posted by vava74 at 6:45 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

FTPB:

A bit pathetic when hard nosed Al basher Slimjr descends to this level of blind hope in the impossible:

"I bet Woody and Knick fans would love to see JR resign! Perhaps he learned from this last playoff meltdown how close they
were to an ECF had he kept his emotions in check!"

It's far more likely for Josh to finish a season with a 3pt% above .400 than for JR to have learned anything about personal
discipline and sacrifice as a pro.

Posted by DominanceGreene at 6:46 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Still think that I Josh is the ace in the hole and the key to Dwight coming back home to Atlanta why else who Josh be talking
to new Coach Bud and rumors said the Hawks took meetings with Josh and Dwight at the same time

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 6:57 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Marc J. Spears @SpearsNBAYahoo 48m
Hawks free agent forward Josh Smith is leaving LA today to return to Atlanta to contemplate his future over weekend, source
tells Y! Sports.
Expand Reply Retweet Favorite More

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 6:57 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Marc Stein @ESPNSteinLine 25m
Story posting now WITH @GoodmanESPN: Sources say Kings RFA Tyreke Evans is ready for change of scenery and wants
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to wind up in New Orleans
Expand Reply Retweet Favorite More

Posted by NajehDavenpoop at 6:59 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Interesting how hiring a college coach with zero NBA experience is widely being praised as a "roll of the dice" by Danny
Ainge. I wonder if the reaction would have been as positive if, say, Billy Knight had made a similar hire. 

Of course, Ainge might just be hiring a guy he knows would be in over his head for the purpose of tanking.

Posted by MisterBoo at 7:11 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

I'd love to see D-12 and J-Smoove get a chance to play together, whether its here or Houston. 

Unfortunately, I think that Josh has had it with this town and frankly I do not blame him. And I do not think the new
administration (DF) has the same respect for his game that he (Josh) has given us over the yrs. 

So if its Houston being the best fit, so be it. Its not like we have not gotten jilted before. 

The Rockets will go on and be viable while we will be well -- the Hawks. Land of missed opportunity. 

I cannot see them offering Korver what some of these other teams will offer -- Korver is quite valuable for a contending team. 

And if Teague gets the best offer somewhere else, might as well prepare 4 the '14 lottery. 

We really need a Wiggins type or someone close to that talent level to energize a jaded fan base. 

I do not want to see them overpay for anyone if we cannot get D-12 and keep the core in tact. We have been through a 13-69
season once before, guess we can tolerate it again. 

Danny Ferry is the guy on the spot -- lets see what he can really do. I am neither sold on him nor will I grade him on this one
off season. 

BTW -- when Josh is gone you will see what you once had.

Posted by -sting- at 7:36 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

cudos to aj for the most intelligent post in the last three months of this mind numbing saga of "as the hawks tank without
d12" blog keeps on rollin.

can we start delving into the 2014 draft. has gdad made his scan and scope yet? man, i hope i didnt miss it. lets get it on
and get er dun.

najeh after the nets hired a totally inexperienced coach kidd i really can't be too critical or totally surprised anymore at
anything until he gets em together and puts them on a court. it did come out of left field though as did the kidd hire. since
stevens doesnt have a team it is comparing apples to oranges of wins going further but with hollins and karl available it is
very awkward for both hires.
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Posted by MisterBoo at 8:13 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

The last time the C's hired a hot shot College coach you know what happened. 

But I don't think that Stevens is the hot head that a young Pitino was. 

I don't really follow the College game so I cannot really say the Stevens will fail but we know what happened with the likes of
Pitino, PJ Carlesmo, Lon Krueger and others. 

In fact, can we name one hot shot College coach who had sustainable success in the modern NBA? I mean the last 30 yrs. I
can think of Larry Brown who is the traveling Roto Rooter Coach of all kinds but who else?

Posted by Slimjr at 8:14 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Raging Laker @Occupy_Staples 3h

"What to make out of no Tweet from Chris Palmer in like 24 hours. He's gone dark."

Fascinating. Hmmmmmm

Steve-W, vava's Nets appear to be executing the Knicks blue print to playoff mediocrity.

Hahahahaha.

Posted by Mark_Another_One at 8:24 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

How about the Hawks sign Smith to a max contract and the Lakers do the same with Howard, and then trade them straight
up? The extra money could compel both players to support the deal.

Posted by Just-Joe at 8:33 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

So are Josh's suitors only Detroit (aggressive, but pursuing multiple SFs), Atlanta (seems as if offer has been on the table
for 8-10 months), Houston (where he's their second choice), and Golden State (which never even met with Josh and doesn't
have cap space anyway)?

No calls from Phoenix, Philly, Milwaukee, Charlotte???
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Posted by Slimjr at 8:52 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

Danny Ainge has probably set up shop near KU? lol!

Posted by Slimjr at 8:57 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

"To this point, the lack of movement by the Hawks’ front office on key free agents in positions of need such as Timofey
Mozgov and Michael Dunleavy indicates an absence of the aggression that I expected. Sure, the Hawks’ front office can say
that its hands are tied while it waits for Dwight Howard’s decision. But the Hawks were always such a long shot to land
Howard that an aggressive Plan B to leverage the Hawks’ massive cap space should have been (and for all I know has
been) in place.

Had Ferry succeeded in filling out the roster with starters on value contracts such as Dunleavy, Mozgov and Matt Barnes, the
team could compete for home court advantage in the playoffs this season. The question is, are the Hawks willing to start the
Mike Budenholzer era by tanking for a high draft pick in 2014 and a shot at a star player, which is the only thing that will ever
make the Hawks championship contenders?" -Buddy G-

Great read Buddy!!!!

For very long time the world was thought to be flat! The flock finally came around..

Posted by JaeEvolution at 8:58 p.m. Jul. 3, 2013
Report Abuse

"Marc Stein @ESPNSteinLine 2m
Kyle Korver is staying with Atlanta on four-year deal worth estimated $24 million, sources tell ESPN"
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